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Minutes of the meeting Horsforth in Bloom on 3 June 2017 
 

Present:  David Wallwork, Sandra Wallwork, Joan Relph, Penny Pinn, Peter Mallott, Alan 

Gray (Acting Chair), Paul Cattley, Kay Taylor, Ray Ford, Kate Van Heel. 

Apologies: Dawn Collins, Glenda Richardson, Hilary Taylor 

Minutes of the meeting held on 1st April 2017 were approved.  No meeting held in May due 

to Bric a Brac sale. 

Spring Judging: Peter reported that the judges mentioned that we need to remove the 

weeds from the car park side of the New Road Side triangle next to William Brown’s.    Also 

they are looking for more relating to environmental issues.     

Watering: Horsforth Town Council have agreed to pay (£2,500) for the watering of plants in 

the wooden planters on New Road Side, Town Street, by the Jubilee Clock and the Jubilee 

Garden plus another one on Broadgate Lane.  

Jubilee Garden: There were some comments regarding the brown grasses looking poor in 

this area.     This is the natural colour of the grasses and there are no plans to remove, 

however, it was agreed that we needed to add some colour and we are to use some of the 

begonias that are left.     Peter checks this area every couple of days or so and it’s mostly 

litter picking that needs to be done.     It is ready for a trim and tidy up which will be our 

project for Wednesday 7 June. 

Summer Judging:  This will take place on 12 July 2017 – time to be confirmed.    A discussion 

of the route took place and it was agreed that we would include the new areas i.e. Railway 

Station, St James Drive and King George Road.   The route will, therefore, be to meet at St 

James Church – Railway Station – King George Road and Broadfields.   Up Broadgate Lane to 

start again at the Central Methodist Church and to include St Margaret’s and the Ducklings, 

Burial Ground (leaving out Town Street), Japanese Gardens in Hall Park, Allotments New 

Road Side and Featherbank Lane.   

Finance: - We are in a healthy position and have a regular income from the management of 

the Jubilee Gardens.  The Bric a Brac raised approximately £200. The Open Garden at Sandra 

and David’s raised £173 and this was despite the thunderstorms on the day.     A big thanks 

to all those involved, in particular, David, Sandra and Glenda.  

We have also had an offer from Neil Whitaker, Aire Valley Tree Services, to make a financial 

contribution to Horsforth in Bloom and it is to be used on a new project at St Margaret’s – 

see below. 
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Walk of Art: Sandra offered to do another Open Garden event on the same weekend as the 

Walk of Art in 2018.   There will not be a 2017 Walk of Art weekend, however, they are 

looking to raise funds for 2018 / 2019. 

The Walk of Art would also like to create some legacy pieces of art for the town and would 

like our suggestions as to where these might be placed.   Hunger Hills and the Railway 

Station were put forward. 

Purchases for Autumn Planting: A review of our bulb purchasing for the autumn planting 

took place.    It was agreed to purchase 300 pseudo narcissi mainly for the Railway Station 

area.   Alan also has snowdrops that could be planted.      

The Aireborough Rotary Club has offered us some purple crocus to celebrate their work 

globally in eradicating polio.  They would like to be included in any publicity regarding this 

and Kath is to confirm acceptance and check numbers. 

It was agreed to look at purchasing shrubs for the Grove and the Council Offices.    Ray is 

also to pick up some bark chippings for the Council Offices area.   The flower bed, up from 

Rodley roundabout, need some more bulbs. 

Website:  This is now up and running (horsforthinbloom.co.uk).    There is a member area 

where documentation such as minutes, child protection policy, constitution etc is stored 

and this is password protected.   Attendees at the meeting were given the password.   Peter 

thanked Kath for all her hard work in putting this together and Darren Hamblett,  

Enlightened ITServices, for providing the means to create the website. 

St Margaret’s school:  Discussions were held about creating a ‘perfect pollinators’ garden 

and Ray, Alan and Peter are to engage with St Margaret’s caretaker to prepare a plan/design 

to begin this year.  It was agreed that Neil Whitaker’s offer of a contribution should goes 

towards this project. 

Business involvement: we carried out 144 leaflet dropsn to businesses in Horsforth and 

have received 4 responses.     There is a need to sort out the logos for the advertising.     

Peter is to obtain electronic copies of the business logos with a view to Kath creating a 

template.    

As the business leaflet offered a competition for the best display it was agreed Penny, Kate 

and Kay would look at the business displays and nominate a winner.    

With regard to the Man with a Van it is understood we are waiting for Dawn on this.     

Peter is to visit the businesses that used to advertise in the newsletter and express our 

thanks for their support and review future support. 

Anyone with any flyers left should pass to Penny to be given out at the Gala. 
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Penny also mentioned that Otley in Bloom are having a Walking Festival on 29 July where 

they walk ‘in the judges footsteps’ meaning they follow the route of the in bloom judging. 

Planning Document:  

There is a query as to whether a grant application has been made to HTC.  

The following was agreed:- 

7 June – tidy Jubilee Garden 
14th June – tidy Regent triangle 
21st June – TBA 
24th June – Horsforth Gala 
28th June – TBA 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 


